1988

Jan 9: Swift 19:00-4:00 - 17 EB MTh 294 obs.

Jan 10: Dan Karkeer
On the phone with type
returning projectors
6:30 L. Keith
9:00 Observing and drawing Herschel objects - bodeeing!

Jan 15: Sally W. 1230-1315 Library
Jan 16: Sally (Ken) Waraczynski 200-300
library history. Removed all the carousels +
leave slides to my house for cataloging.

Jan 23: Sally W. 200-200 took slide projector.

Jan 24: Sally W. returned projector & slides


Feb 5: Susan & Ken Waraczynski 7:30 PM

Feb 8: Dan Karkeer 4:40 p.m. took synchronizer
for Frank Rulden.

Feb 10: Mick + Jamie Nichols - 7 in building & grounds

2/12: J. Reed Tour 7:00 PM - 12:00

Note: Mens toilet does not flush!

Feb 13: Paul Rachael - 12:30 PM - 1:00 PM

2/16: Schmittkens 6\frac{31}{4} 8\frac{15}{8}
6\frac{11}{12} 7\frac{2}{3}

2/18: Neathar pickup pin for Recorder

2/18: Macbeth
FEB 20 1958  SUNDAY  18:00 - 24:00  SUNDAY

Deborah J. Gray

Tom Schmidt  7 to 10

Feb 22

Negrelli  Recorder in Dark Room

Feb 21

Sam Kuebler

 returned projectors

Feb 22

Ross  2:40 p.m. - 3:15  Returned Library Book

M 45 - OCC.

Feb 23

Ken & Sally W. 1830  2:00

Scott Laskowski

Janet M. Wilson

Negrelli  19:30 - 22:30

Paul Hess  7:00

Tom Renner  7:00 - 9:40

Karen Warren  7:00 - 9:40

Lee Keith

19:00 - 9:40

ND Goyette  7:00 - 9:40

F. Roland  19:30 - 21:30

FEB 25  SUNDAY  19:00 - 19:00  CLOUDED OUT

FEB 25

Ronald Kresge  10:30 - 10:55

Sally W. 10:30 - 11:30  NO library

NOTE: chain broken, headlight (yellow side light)
thecable removed from driveway by me.

Also noted all slide carousels missing from
closet - no record of removal in log!

FEB 26  TUES  6:00 p.m. - 7:00  OBSERVED JUPITER

Paul Rachelt  TOUR - KETTLE
Feb. 27

4:00 Sample 14.15 library

Sample WORK

F. Roldan 13:20 - 16:20
< Repair Locks
Repair 1st Chain

Peter Smith - 6:20 PM - 11:00 PM
Reynolds

F. Roldan 20:05 - 22:45

L. Appel 20:05 -

Note: Cool for a scope needs repair to pin in

flath

Sample 23:30 - 4:30 9:00 min 1:00 max

Feb 28 Top Recorder to play, joint up A-B
Terminal Nettic 18:30 - 19:00

3-2-88

J. Toeller 7:27

First Wed. Meet

B. Newman 7:30 pm

Sally W. 7:35 - 8:30

Sue Zarkowski

Jim Anderson

Ann Richards

Frank Roldan 20:00 - 21:10

Paul Bachert

3-5-88

F. Roldan 10:50 - 15:30 { Found Glaick, Sun filter, dam

Tuck for repair.

Keyhole

Sue Zarkowski

Mark Adams

19:00 - 20:30

3-5-88

Sample EB FILES

3-8-88

10:30 - 10:50 Sally W. Library

3-7-88

6:00 PM La Grail - Tour out 1:20 AM

J. Schmidt 6:30 8:45

3-12-88

F. Roldan 09:30 - 11:30 { Repair

J. Toeller 10:00 - 11:30

3-13-88

Sample EB FILES
Mar 19  Joe
Mar 21 - Pfannenstiel - 6:30PM to 10:00PM
Observed Variable stars.
Mar 22 - Nearly pick up 3 push buttons
March 24 9:00-2:15  Sally Capuzzo
9:10-11:30  Matthew McNally
10:30 - James Miller
9:00-2:45  Tom Kuehler
Q-Hut Scrapping
trash pick-up
Note: Slides returned by P. Bechtold
March 30
10-10:15  Sally W. took 2 slide carousels
Apr. 2 10:30-13:00  Sally W. returned slides of 3/31 and
continued file numbering.
Apr. 6 Scott Laskowski
John A.
LEC Coupe
March 24
Paul Bechtold 9:00PM-12:30PM
Air Force 1:30-1:55PM (Returned slides)
14:45-19:00  Sally W. worked - took the slides
and returned - well number 3 return 15:5P.
Apr. 9  Making a printout gnom
S. Karch 9:00PM Sue Kuehler
M. McNally 9:15
S. Michlowski 9:30
Paul Hess 9:00-11:00PM
Apr. 10  Sigridson & Stroehlein 8PM
or one call for appointment
2 other times using their collection.
Tom Schmidt 10:30PM
Paul Hess 11:30PM
Sue Kuehler
April 11  Board Meeting
F. Roldan 18:45 - 21:00
J. Remer 19:20
R. Wiggan 19:25
P. Hess
L. Feil
Yale Townsend
Mary Pat Connors McCrea
Matthew McNelly 8-50
Ann Kuchler
S. M. Brubaker
Paul B. Teach

April 12 11:30 - 15:00  Sally W. - all slides returned & filed - had work
Where are the projectors & sign out clipboard??

April 16  F. Roldan  09:05 - 16:44  WORK PARTY
Sally W.  09:00 - 14:45
Ann Kuchler
Deborah Frey
Jim Kuchler
Dorothy Frey
Paul B. Teach  9:11
Vaclav 10:00  Khonig
J. M. Nilsen

GARTH HALL - 20:15 - 21:00  REYNOLDS

VISIBILITY NOT BAD, EXCEPT FOR SCATTERED CLOUDS.
NO ONE SHOWED UP OTHER THAN TOM. ALSO
BECAUSE OF NEW PAINT IN MAIN BLDG. LEFT
AT 2:10.

TOM S. 12:17
DIDN'T ATTEMPT TO OPEN ALONE -> VERY TIGHT.
April 16, 1988

Mark Adams – in 12:17
Out
Ren & Sally Warchynski 9:15 11:30
Dane Vigna 10:17

April 18, Paul Roldan 7:45 – 10:30
19:55 – 22:15 Sun & planets, occultations, Ms. Liller
Ken Kuehler

April 19, Dan Kuehler 7:30 – 11:15
Venus/Moon Conjunction - Photographs

April 20 J. Toeller 17:00 – 21:15 Repair “A”
F. Roldan 17:00 – 23:55 ‘Done’ OUT

April 21 Clint Radewald 21:15 – 23:30
Clayton Kuehler 9:30 – 12:30 Sally W. yard - library

April 22 F. Roldan 18:30 – 21:00
18:45 – Found first chain
Ken & Sally Warchynski Machines in Plot, uncover
Dan & Mary Kuehler

April 23 National Astronomy Day
J. Toeller 08:00 –

April 24 Bruce Heiderman 9:15 – 10:00
Heiderman, Chart Recorder & trailer
Paul Bechstedt
April 24 10:30 - Wandzynski returned #10

HEAT OUT
Do not TURN on

April 24 11:00 PM - Paul Bahadur 5:00 am

4:26 RETURNED CHART READER
April 29 15:15 - 17:30 - Sally A. library yard

April 30 F. Roldan 09:00 - 14:30 - Repairs & 26-in. dome
John 11:15 - 2:30 pm

Max V. Tanquary 16:00 - 21:30
Clint Laskowski 20:20 - 21:35
Jim Mayer 20:00 - 21:30
Karen Warren & L. Keith AAS #1 seme
Tom Schmidt
Grady Hall & 3 guests 20:00 - 21:50
Paul
WE NEED MORE MEMBERSHIP APPS!

May 4 F. Roldan 17:30 - 23:00 - "A" dome -
J. Toeller 17:30 - 23:00 - slt repair
Sally 18:45

K. Feehan 19:30
John Harkley 7:30

May 5 Ving & Mary Ann Tanquary 20:20 - 22:00
Tom Schmidt
May 7 John Hammersholl (4:15 AM to 5:30 AM) - Observed MARS
9:15 Ann Kuehn - snowers 1:45
9:15 Matthew McNelly 12:35 lawn end
6:30 L. Keith AAS #2 10:00 am
8:05 Stig Jonsson #3
May 9
F. Roloff 18:20-20:30
S. Snyder 19:20
E. Hansen 19:21
K. Weimer 19:30
L. Keel 19:30
Matthew McNeel 7:40 - 8:30
V. Mary and Terry 19:30 - 20:30
P. Ollendorf
J. Kuchler 7:30 - 8:00

May 10
Schmittkern 9:30 - 10:00
Schmittkern (barring agave sage for 24 hours)
May 13
11:00 Return agave sage
May 14
9:08 J. Raymond (keyholder) - 11:22
5:14 9:20 Terri M. P. Vol 85 + guest - 11:22

May 15

May 16
L. Simand conducted lecture & tour of facilities for St. John's EV Luth. School students & parents
1 PM - 3 PM. "Inspected grounds & buildings, all in order."
May 24 4:45PM M. McDeely Town with G 4:45PM

May 27 - Pfannershill 2:45AM - 5:00AM - Observed Mars

May 29

**Mr. Smith** 8:00-16:00 Work
F. Rojas 8:15 - 9:30 Maintenance
R. Weissner 10:15 - 2:00

Don Parker

TR 1:00 - 4:00 pm

R. Reed 6:30pm AAS #34 - 7:30

R. Weissner

Mars Watch '89 info sheets - can we use them?

May 31 Mr. Smith 11:00 - 12:00 Work

J. Hessi 12:30 - 3:30 pm

G. McDeely 3:30-5:30 pm Mars!

6/1 M. McDeely 6-4:30PM Weed work 8-2:30PM

R. Weissner 7:00 - 10:00

Sally W. 7:30 - 9:30

Deborah Treg

San Koeller

Scott Grabowski

J. Treg 8:15

F. Rojas 20:00 - 21:30

Toni Fer 19:30 - 21:30

B. Lorraine 9:30 - 10:30

J. Santotino 7:30 - 9:30

Ronald Kunicki 8:30 PM

Ken & Sally Warczynski 8:25 PM - 10:30

Mr. Smith 22:00-2:00 8 EB Min + Z Her
0/14 Tom Schmetzler 8:40  →  10:00
Jane Apple 9:20
(few that didn't sign in)

6/16 Ken & Sally Warasynski 9:00 PM  →  11:25
6/16 Matthew & Terry McNeely 6:45 PM  →  8:00 PM
Ukran cliche show presentation for 7-8-86
wel 11:00-15:00 Sally's grill, grounds, 1/2 mile
Dan Karcher - 4:15 - 5:15
FIRE INSPECTION WITH NEW BERLIN FIRE DEPT.

6/16 Tom Schmetzler 9:00  →  12:00

6/21 James A. 3:45 PM - 5:00 PM  Mono
seeing film

6/12 Jim Tolcher 11:10 AM  - DROP OFF MAS-M

June 11 - John Pfannensteeil 8:30 PM - 12:45 AM
MEMBERS NIGHT - Four members came out.

III Parish
DAN HOBIN

June 13 Board Meeting- M. McNeely 7:00 wk on cliche show for 7-8 - 9:40 PM
Tom Reder
Karen Wagner
A. Stahl
Paul Borchardt
R. Old 19:30 - 21:50
A. Breen 19:30 22:00
A. Karcher
Jeanne & Nick Nichols
6/11  9:20 pm  Tom Schmidt   Dale  
   19:45-22:30 Silly W. gardening, occultations

6/12  10:20 am  M. McClelly unk on sign  
   12:55 pm  unk. unk. couple tech  
   12:50 pm  Solare  1:30 pm  
   John A

9 pm  Kenholder Tom Schmidtkeung  

9:15 pm  Jim Mayer & friend   10:45

6/20  6:45 pm  M. McClelly unk on sign  
   7:45 pm  Sally W. pmn.  
   8:45-9:15 Peter Guthrie

6/21  08:15-08:30 F. Robson  
   Found in "A" Dome

6/21  Peter Guthrie - Observatory Tour  
   8:45 - Albert Messenger   10:30

6/21  Sue & Paul Majorus Forddulac

6/21  Annette - Jan - Paul Ancona Brookfield

6/21  Andrea & Pauline Jason Mequon

6/21  Beth Roncke Brookfield

6/21  Todd Messenger Oakfield

6/21  Kate Thomas Wauwatosa

6/31  Henry Sampson Waukesha
June 25
9:00 AM P. Smith, Kayholde
11:15 PM 4 Guests + parents
June 27
14:00-16:15 Sally w. library, grounds, paint
2:30- M. McNeely - paint
6:30
June 27
2:00-2:15 M. McNeely
July 2
13:15-16:25 M. McNeely, library, paint
15:45-16:25 Sally Waraczynski, library, paint
18:45-19:40 F. Roldan - Fire Extinguisher for scraping
July 30
3:30 PM - 7:00 PM L. Reed, observe Mars, Moon, Jupiter
July 1
11:00-16:00 Sally w. grounds
17:45 PM M. McNeely - lawn work
3:45 PM work completed
July 2
F. Roldan 11:00-11:30 am Check-out place.
15:15-15:15 Sally w. grounds, paint
2:00-23:15 Sally w. observing - 3 other members came out
with their own equipment (Dan, Jeff, ?)
July 6
18:30 F. Roldan - 1st Wed Meet. EXTINGUISHERS (3
7:30 PM - 8:50 M. McNeely + Tony McNeely - shown above
19:00-21:30 Sally w. star, etc.
19:30
July 7
18:30-21:00 Sally w. cleanup
18:00-21:00 F. Roldan
July 8
16:00-23:15 F. Roldan
19:00 P. Hess
19:45 F. Roldan
19:08
July 7
M. McNeely 11:10 PM
July 9 19:30 - Sally Weczynski, Ken W. out 23:00
Karen Wagner & Lee Keith

Emlytta Hill
Paul Backard
Barry & Pearl Slater

Gene & Carl Whitmore, Mukwonago, Wis.

7:55 - 11:15
Rem Kehlhar

Tom Rennar

July 4
Rem Kehlhar 2:15 - 3:45
Trash pick-up
Delivered cleaning supplies
Inspect grundands
Cheerled tape message

7-10
9pm Tom Schmidt 7000 

July 11 15:00 - 16:00 Sally W. watering Library

Pearl Meeting 7-11-88
R. Wescow 19-10 10 M. McSloy 7:30 PM
John A

Rick & Janine Nickel 7:30 10 AM

R. Rober 19:30 - 10:10
Paul Backard

July 14 1988
20:30 - Reckseen - Working present moon

7X50 binocular visible

observed at 2:01 UT from A-Dome

with fence lines thin broken cloud

about 50 degrees horizon. Not

visible with naked eyes, but

could have gone behind cloud.

Exe 21:20

July 16 - M. McSloy 7:30 PM Remic 9:30

G. Kircm 13:30 #231

Linda Hense

Ray Wendt
21-78  F. Roldan  8:40 - 20:00 clean  for open house
-22-78  5:30 pm  J. Kend
-23-78  F. Weener
18:20 - 23:25 F. Roldan
19:20 in R. Wiesen
23:00 out
8:00 - 11:00 M. McClell and jeny
Scott J. Oeller
Debra J. Frey
18:45 - 23:30 Ray Wendt
19:30 Jim Kuse
7-23  11:30 AM  pump air into tank
12:30  out J. Oeller
Lack on pump door? N/A
7-23  John Antillon  key holder  out  3:30 PM
8:15 P.M  rice Quev
01:00 Timothy Roberts
7-30  Oeller  10:30 AM - 1:30 PM chart recorder
Henry Quev  8:15 PM - 11:00 PM
(key holder) (we member called me but did not know
we 3 were gone with am  Mogen)
Timothy P. P. Roberts 22:36
23:45  MIKE ZATORSKI
7-31-78 John A. shot Mars & observed through
2:45 AM - 5:30 AM
W 25A, 21, 477 mag at
John Pflanzer still 3:00 AM - 5:30 AM
Observed Mars - Photos & Visuals
7-31-78 Herschel 1:30 PM - 1:45 PM wires for Recorder
1-31-88  John A  3:30 P.M. - 4:45 P.M.
Cleaned "A" scope mirror and resilvanized in cell - must cure still 8-3-88 Mirror out of scope!
Donot use

8-3-88  John A  6:30 P.M. - 10:00 P.M.  1st Wed. Meeting
F. Roldan  19:10 - 23:00
Ned Guette
R. Wiesen  19:20 - 21:30
Scott Landowski
Sally W.  19:30 - 21:30
M. McNulty  7:35 - 9:10
J. Tauber
And Matte  8:00
Jana Silkt  8:15

8-3-89  8:30 P.M.  F. Roldan  18:45 - 23:20  OPEN HOUSE #3
R. Wiesen  19:15 - 22:30  COUNTER START  2:18 P.M.  2:30 P.M.
J. Kube  19:40
Scott Landowski
Ken & Sally Wiegandt  19:50 - 22:30
Jim Tauber

15/88  Deborah J. McCoy & Judy K. Fry
Barbara Harrell  Cornells
John A. - 9:00 - 1:00 AM seeing very poor
only polar cap visible

16/88  John Pflanerstil  3:00 AM - 5:45 AM
Observed Mars

Paul Bachueit  3:15 AM - 5:30 AM
F. Roldan  08:45 - 18:30  26" Dome Repairs
Vinyl Torrey  09:00 - 12:00  26" Dome Repairs

1:30 - 4:30 P.M.
John A  estimated "A" scope focus, diagonal, primary, focusers, etc.
Ned Guette  09:20 - 17:00  26" Dome Repairs
20:45 — Sally W. 8/1/88 1:20
Jim Mayer
"Paul Backand 8:30-8:10 AM KEYHOLDER
Timothy P. Roberts + 3 guests 2:20
LINDA L. HENSE
Ken W. 9:30 — 8/1/88 1:20
Jack A. 11:30 — 5:00A
observed man - etc photo.

8:30 Meeting
Tig, Jan Kruheer
Paul Backand
Frank Nielsen 19:30
Frank Roldan 19:20-22:10
John Andrade
Michaelh Stanbury 19:30 2/1/85
Chi P. Selman
O. Nielsen

8: John A. checked out Apogee Scope from Greenbush Compound
8:10-8:15P

Seun Kukchar - 9:45 • 3:25
Saturn, Venus, Jupiter
Photos & drawings

8:3 John A. 3:20PM borrowed "Apogee scope" back
From Greenbush compound — 3 clear to P.C. nights
8:30-10:30 Sally W. watering, library
MOUSE SIGNS IN THE STEM A TLAS FILE DRAWER
ONE RAN OUT FROM THE MAGAZINE "FLOOR FILES"
8:30-16:00 Sally W. housekeeping, library
8-19-88  F. Roldan  18:30 - 23:10  Open House #4
19:20 - 22:25  Kent, Sally W.  147 attending
19:30  Redinger
19:40 - 21:09  Kay, Margery
19:48  R. J. O'Leary  CLOUDY
19:50  Jim Mayer  YECH!
20:14  Jim Kube  DOROTHY KUBE
20:18  Ray Wendl  23:00
21:09  Paul Hess
9:11  Linda, Katie & Christopher Kremer
9:15  Brian Harman
8:05  Carl B. Whitman
3:15  Betty Hubed  GREAT!!!
All out at 11:00 p.m.

8-20-88  Paul Bachert  3:15 am - 6:00 am
MARS SEEING WAS GREAT, JUPITER HAD
TWO SHADOWS AT ONCE, SEEING - 8 (10)
John Pfannerstill  4:30am - 6:00am - Observed & Photographed

8-  F. Roldan  08:00 - 20:30
July 4th  10:30 - 13:30  Library
26° Dome C & T
Driveway Chains

8-20-88  John A.  Repaired 8mm Brandon eyepiece
that some --- hole dropped on 8-6-88
Accidental lens elements?

8:30  Ross  6:15 - 7:50 pm
8:30  Dr. Keil  Rayfield  Frank R. Sally  Ken Van, week
8:00  Ken & Sally W - occultations & photo Mars
Out  12:35 A.M.  8/21/88
3:21  John A in 12:30 A.M.  Mars set 5:30A
Seeing 5-8
3-23  Nelson 21:30 - 21:45 Pick up Chart

-24  M. McNeely  4:30 PM lawn work
      7:45 PM work completed

8-25  Tom Schmidtke - tried to use the 8" "Gregg" scope for my trip to Wyoming, but it won't fit in the car.

8-26  Paul Rachadato  2:10 AM - 3:20 AM
      3:00 AM - 4:00 AM
      Mars: Seeing 2+ (poor)

      Pete Smith  3:40 - 5:00 AM Seeing (5-6 at best)

2:27  Karen Warren  12:30 AM Mars
      Lee Smith  out 1:00 AM
      Feathery clouds came

5-30  Paul Rachadato  12:30 - 1:30 AM Hor + Recorder

5-30  Paul Rachadato  8:45 - 11:15
      SOT 9JB for M-45 OCCATION

9-1-88  11:47 C. Fost  3:35 AM
      11:47 Scott Lawrence  7:10

2-88  12:05 NED GUYETTE  3:00 AM
      12:05 Ken & Sally Worscynski  out 3:10 AM
      J. Gibb  out 3:00 AM

12:05  Paul Rachadato
      12:44  Nelson

9-3-88  F. Roldan  08:00 - 12:30
      J. Toeller  8:15 12:30

M. McNeely  12:20 - 3:45 PM lawn work

5:15  Dan Forbear Keyholder
      No members light clouds but generally clear. T-storms to the east.
      out at 9:15
9-5 2:00 AM Peter Smith & Dan Keelbe
had watch
out at 3:30
9-6 Paul Bacharach 3:00 AM - 4:10 AM
Peter Smith 2:15 - 3:30 AM
9-8 Nanett 9:45 10/15 Chart Recorder
Dan Keelbe 10:00 - 1:10 a.m.
3k photos of Mars on hyped 2x/15
(yes lots of bracketing) seeing was
very poor until near transit time (11:22CST)
then it was about 6-8. Several click
prominent features were visible - BTW A's
slow motion ecle controls are acting up.

9-5 Dan Keelbe - 4:35 picked up S T's
for sale at Astrowrap.

Sept. 9 14:45 - 15:30 Self 60, centering, library
Sept. 10. Paul Bacharach 1:00 AM - 3:00 AM
took #7 PORT-A-SCOPE, RETURNING
ON SUNDAY.

Brian Lamine - Keyholder 8:00 - 10:00 pm
Hazy (yellowish smoke) but steady

11 Sept Dan Keelbe - 1:15 - 1:30
returned S T's

Sept 12 Pd Ross 12:30 - 3:45 pm
measured S pole Cap-Mars, 3cm. Timings Jupiter, Seeing Fair
Paul Bacharach - 12:00 12:30 PM RETURNED #7
PORT-A-SCOPE
6:30 PM I heard 7. were in Board Mag + W. W. Class
John Starkey
Paul Bacharach
A. Weaver HS - 7:30 9:15 pm
Matthew McNeely 7:30 - 9:20
John Anetra - Nick & Jeanine Nichols
Jen T. Schmidt 10:45 am 3:30 pm Clouds

Treas. 2:55 - 3:50 pm
Paul Rachotte 12:00 am

M. McNeely 4:50 pm - 9:30 pm 
J. Knut 7:15 - 11:30 pm
R. Her 7:30 pm
Dick Olson 1949
Ken Wally W 7:15 - 10:30
Randi Wind 7:45 - 11:00 CST
Rod & Terry Motto 20:30
F. W. Hansen 1879 - 2300
Jim Toeller
Tom Mille T
Vicki Holle
John & P. P. Robs 2005 - 2300
Vince Sears 8:30 - 11:00
Kim Rachotte

John A 11:30 - 12:30 Mass - seeing had lunch
John A 2:00 pm - Brought out UW-V80 spectrometer in Spectrograph scope

Nick & Joanie Nichols - Keyholder 7:00 - 10:00 to 6:00 am - 1:00 pm
19:35 - 23:30 Sally W. Torek up the house - 4th weekend

John A 21:00

6:44 - J. Keel UW Class Out 9:30 pm
Sally W: Universe from your Backyard in bookshelf - needs number
D. 2:51 - Borrowed some Nasa slides - out 4:27
Sept 21 14:15 - 15:30 Sally W. - Library, grounds
8:00 pm L. Keith UWW Class - Out 8:45
Note: Z done sit slightly open.

Sept 23 General Membership Meeting
R. Wesen 1915 - 23 00 H.
Karen Wesen + Lee Keith
Matthew McNeely 7 - 45 PM - 10 - 5 PM
Deborah T. Fry
Julie Kepner
Kendra S. Warner - 007
Jim Mayer 8:00
Timothy J. Roberts 2000
Recall
John Antler out 1 20PM
A. James Donates Robert Kao - 13
Tom Kepner
Paul Barbato
Jim Kaefer out 2:00 a.m. more great
Recall disposed - 5 postcards per
one note 4:30 PM
9/24/88 A. Peters - In 8:30 (ft. members note) - Out 10:45
Jim Mayer 9:22 PM - 6:40
Terry Gluck In 9:15 Out 10:20

9-25-88
F. Rolland 13:00 17:45
R. McNeely 14:45 15:45
R. Wesen 14:00 14:45
Sally H. 10:13 12:50
Vangie & Mary Ann Lang, Tony & Chris Meche
John Schmidt
Dan Keeler | 9:45 | MARS 11:50

TRoss 10:30 - 2:40 Seeing Excellent at Times, or 2:00a.m.

Jim A. 12:00A - 1:10A Seeing 2 - 9 Mars Photos

Pete Smith 12:35 - 1:00

- 8:00pm A. K. V. W. Class

7:50p.m. Clouds, Later Seeing: 0 (4.6)

T. Smith 12:50 - 1:50 Seeing 4 - 5

A. K. V. W. Class 9:15 p.m.

Roland 17:30 - 19:30 Locks Change Out

3.009

Soem House #6 1909

R. C. Olson 1909

S. Neuman 1920

R. K. 7:25PM

T. McNeal 7:40PM - 10:30

J. Ward, Pentucket 7:30PM - 11:00

Scott Laskowski 7:30

Jim Mayer 7:40 PM - 10:40 PM

Jim & Dorothy Kube 8:00 PM

Julie K. 8:00 PM

Lisa L. 8:00 PM

Deborah P. 7:00 PM

Paul H. C. 7:00 PM

John A. 9:50

Jim A. 7:30

Jim O. 7:30

Matt M. 8:30

Timothy P. 7:30 - 11:15

Gregory C. 7:30 - 11:15

Milo A. C. 7:30 - 11:15
2 - oct. 1958
Dan Keeler 10:15
MARS
TROSS 11:00 - 2:45 T-5 595 3CA TRANSFER GCP

Oct 03 TROSS 3:00 - 3:45 am
04 Schmutzinger 9:20 → 13:00
Paul Bachtel 4:00 UT - 5:00 UT MARS

Oct 5th First Wednesday
A. Wilson 19:15 — 22:15
MA V Tanguely 7:30 P 8:30 P
Scott Laskowski
Jim & Dorothy Kube 7:55 PM (Mars photo)
Sally W. 7:30 - 9:30
Tom Schmutzinger (9:45 - 11:30)
Nolan 2:00 - 2:15 P
Photography: Nice - Seeing steady + sharp

Oct 6th Pete Smilker 10:30 - 11:00. Total eclipse scope for camp out + ever "A" stairs found unlocked. Cloudy look @ Mars. Seeing 4-5+

Oct 08 TROSS (Keyhole) 7:45 - 11:00 pm Found Safe Open
PETER MAAGE
ROB REISNER MARS, JUPITER MARS, JUPITER
10 - 9 Dan Kuchler 10:15 - 10:30
MARS - seeing terrible
TROSS 10:30 - 12:00 pm Ken Turner (0:19)

10/10 6:30 F. Keeler & Wilson UWV Class 9:45
F. Rolan 18:50 - 21:30 Board Meeting
W. McNeal 7:15 PM - 9:00
A. Wilson Mid 19:45
John Capella 10:00 out
Dan Keeler
Tom Schmutz
10/11 Tom Schmitt 700 10:00
10/12 A. Keel 5:35 pm UWV Class - 70:40 pm
Tom Schmitt 7:45
Tom Schmitt 9:20 - 2:30
Jan 9:30 - 10:30 Seeing: 6-9 Mars good!
Not clouds seen on Mars

0-14 F. Rolan 19:00 - 23:30 Open House #7
Karen Wassman & Lee Keith 19:00
J. Toeller 19:17
M. McColl 7:20 am
S. Milner 7:30 19:30
Dandy & Jim Kube 7:30
Richard & Karen 7:00 pm
Paul J. Hulse 7:30
Ann & Berni Manious 8:00
Henry & Kelly Van Dyke
Jim Assheton 7:30 - 11:00
Gregg Cieslak 7:30 - 11:00
F. Rolan 04:00 - 22:20... Work on 26-in dome... Key holder
Jim Keeler 11:00 picked up cash in jars

F. Rolan 19:05 - 21:00... Reg. occultations
Jim Keeler - MARS 7:30 - 9:00
Seeing poor - (0-2)

T. Ross 11:05 - 11:00 am 8 cm Transits (Jup) Seeing Poor
Two nice Sec Bistromedius Following G. R. S.
10/17 A. Keel 6:15 pm UWV Class 8:50 pm
10/19 A. Keel 6:30 pm
John A. 8:50 P - 12:10 A Seeing excellent! (7-8) Missing
30 Am taking slide projector, carousel & extension
card for banquet. JK.
Paul Bachmat 10:30 pm
Mon 3:00 - 4:10 am  \[ T = 5 \quad S = 7.9 \]
15 cm TRANSITS (JUP)  \[ \text{FINE SEEING} \]
\[ \text{Numerous Ovals in STB, Good NPolar Details} \]

10/30/86  Gregg Cieslik  6:35
R. Pasew  7:15 pm - 7:25
Greg Kargel  8:30 pm

10/32/86  Ruth Harken & Helan  7:15 pm
Heidi Harken  7:25 pm
John Harken  7:45 pm
Peter Meager  7:45
Fred Locher  7:45
Rob Resener  7:45

Deborah J. Fry  9:00
Paul D. Hess  8:00
Jan Kucher  7:00 - 10:15

10/4  Mike G  8 - 10
John Harken  M.15 UVN class - 9:00

10/25  Paul Bouchet  12:25 pm - 1:00 am
FONDO BACK DOOR TO OFFICE CLOSED
BUT UNLOCKED!!

10/26  Santa  17:30 - 22:30  2 ESS, 5 M35, 5 Ceres, MAR

Paul Hess  6:15 pm

10/27  John Harken  7:30 pm
Paul Bouchet  7:45 pm - 10:30 pm

10/28  Paul Bouchet  11:25 pm - 1:00 am

10/29  Peter Meager  7:30 pm
Bob Wolfe  7:30 pm
Tom Schmidt  7:30 pm
Rob Wolfe  9:30 pm
Peter Meager  9:30 pm
Paul Hess  9:00 pm
Mon 12:50 - 3:40 11 cm TRANSITS (Jupiter)
John A. 1:00 - 3:140 A  Seeing ~5

0/88

A. Keed, Nolan Zadra 5:50 pm - 7:18 pm
Dan Kuebler 6:45 - 8:30

Paul Backman 9:30 -
Ross 10:30 - 12:45 T25 S:4-6 5 cm TRANSITS (Jupiter)
John A 10 - 11 P Mars - Jup.

1st Wednesday

B. Nisam 1920h.
Sally W. 1930 - 2130
Paul Hess 1930

J. Collette 7:25 8:40

F. Roaldan 19:45 - 20:45
John Azつな 7:45 - 9:45 P Mars Transit

M. McConnell 9:45 PM - 12:40 PM MCM only work completed
13:30 - 15:30 Sally W. Library
10:30 - 10:45

11/8

Dan Kuebler 6:30 - 7:30 Mars Photos
John A. 7:10 P - 9:15 P

Paul Backman 8:10 PM - 9:00 P
0:45 - 11:45 Sally W. Library (furnace fan very noisy)

7:30 Dan Kuebler trans. 3-4
- 9:00 Mars Photos seeing - 6-8

11/8

7:15 Dan Kuebler
7:45 Mars - seeing very poor
F. Roaldan 20:15 - 22:05
Kam Kuebler
- 22:05

Antzka Knöd 20:15 (visitor from Spain) 22:05
Tess 10:35 pm - 11:20
Timed T E O D Seeing 2-5
11/14/88  I Skid Board Meeting  9:47 pm
K. Weener
F. Rollin 19:15 - 21:25

Note: Librarian: Some new donated books are
in the bookshelf. Ask Dr. K. Weener.
John Acton - out 9:45
Rick + Jean Richi
P. Weinerman 7:30 pm  9:25 pm
M. McNeil
Paul Bachall
Tom Beebe
Dan Kuchler

11-17  F. Rollin 19:30-22:25 Occultations
Paul Bachall 7:45 AM Mars-Occultations
John A. 9:20P-10:20 Mars-Jupiter

11-1888  11:30-12:10 Sally W. Library (removed equipment)

11-1988  Dan Kuchler - returned projector 1:30-1:45
Sally W. Library 1:30-1:45

11-20-88  Ross 11:05p-12:00m T=5 S=5-6
Times IED + 15 on times (up)

11-22  3:45 UT John A. Jupiters 2 seeing very poor
out 4:25 UT

11-23  D. Kuchler 6:30 - 7:45
Mars, Jupiter (6 photos) seeing 5-5, Trans 0-3
clouds at 7:10 overall poor!
changed tape message

John A. 10:50P - 11:35P seeing 2-5

11-24  Tross 10:55 pm-11:30 pm Seeing 2, Pelady & windy
11-28  19-21:40 Sally W. Messier
8:15  D. Kuchler Mars, seeing 5-7 T=4-5 & Jupiter Photos
10:00
11-28  Paul Bachert  9:30 A.M.  -  12:05  P.M.
       John A.  9:40  -  12:00 P.M.  possible Desert Storm
          High 5 Sat.  on Mon.

Dec. 28  14  00  -  14:50  Sally W.  library
        Sam Reckner  7:00 - 7:30
        seeing poor - very windy!

Dec. 38  2  00  -  Dec. 10  00
        Todd Reckner  7:00 P.M.

Dec. 8  Stephen Westmore  7:00 P.M.
       Sherry Westmore  7:00 P.M.
       Richard Wimbush  7:05 P.M.
       88 Fitch  Wimbush  7:00 P.M.
       Ken Wuling  7:00 P.M.

Dec. 4  Bob Reisner  7:45
        Pete Magger  7:45

Dec. 5  Tom Schmidt  6:45  8:10
        Sam Reckner  6:50  -  9:00
        Paul Bachert  8:25  P.M.  -  10:15 P.M.
        John A.  9:15 - 11:00 P.M.  Jupiter  Obs.
        Great Seeing 3

Tagged on PK-200 vs E 400 & K 64
540 Transact a 4:05 UT
Tom Schmidt  8:15  -  8:25

12/7  F. Roldan  19:30  -  22:15  1 st Wed.  Obs.  Max
       Linda Delle  11:55 P.M.
       Sally W.  19:30 -  20:45
       Ted Bette  19:20
       Carl G.  Whitman  19:30  -  21:05

12/8 Paul Bachert  /  7:45 - 10:00 P.M.  C.S.
       Paul D.  Hess  7:45  -  8:00 - 9:10
12-10 1900 J. Toller Key Holder 2:23 Am
1900 Peter Maager 8:47
Lee Maager 8:47
Dave Maager 8:47
12-10 - Key Holder 8:15-11:00
Ron Fintz 8:30-10:30
12-11 Tom Schmidt 6:15 10:00
July O 7:10P 9:15
12-17 N. John Fargney 7:30Pm 8:45-10:00
Furnace from very noisy
Peter Maager 7:40 8:45
Rob Reisner
12-20 F. Rodan 11:30-16:05
Pick up reaction time & 15hp watch for tack in Rockford, IL
installed pull chain on office light
12-23 6:15P Ginja -700
Dec 28 Smith 17:00-22:30 7’6” Minna
Dec 29 F. Rodan 11:30-12:00
Dec 30 RETURNED BELL HORN
1989 RETURNED BELL HORN
1-2-89 F. Rodan 13:45-15:30 Working of Furnace
1-3-89 J. Fitch Returning books: Making it easier to use as
found a better mounting method onto microscope.
4:40PM NOTE: Could not get telescope room
lighting on and lights on “A” to work!
Jan 4 89 Smith 19:15-22:20
Jim 14-19:30
Sally W 19:40-21:30
F. Rodan 19:30-21:00
Diane 19:30-21:00 Completed Furnace